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· Doggone! .
The State Fire Marshal receives
a new helper in· detecting·arson.
·
Page 5

U to evaluate White Student·Union
uon PEPPERS

Black Student Union will discuss Tuesday
sue of the newly-formed White Student
which has created a stir around campus,
its announcement on Sept. 27 in The Daily
nNews.
will briefly discuss with members to deter;>where the BSU will stand on the issue of the
Student Union," said Kevin Evans, BSU
nt.
sically, after the meeting we will have a
• position on how ·we stand as an organizathe WSU," Evans said.
BSU will meet at 6 p.m. in the Martinsville
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University

e White Student Union, founded by Doug
ger, has created much controversy among
ts without even having its first meeting or
val as a recognized student organization,
ing to Hettinger.
ttinger, a senior accounting major, said
he had received more than 100 responses,
of those he said were negative toward the
fhis group.
e had most of my most harassing calls from

BSU members, and it is ludicrous," Hettinger
added Friday. "Before, I had no opinion either
way of the BSU, but my opinion is very low of
them now."
Hettinger alleged around 30 blacks called with
threats and that some of the threats were allegedly
from BSU members.
"I think some people have misinterpreted (the
union);it isn't an anti-minority grnup at all," He
added.
"The BSU (executive board) has not and will
not contact (Hettinger) until we have discussed
the situation with members," said Tyrone Gray,
BSU vice president. "(Hettinger) made a lot of
allegations that BSU members had called, but we
haven't confirmed that and won't be able to comment further until after the meeting."
Evans said he could not speak on the validity of
Hettinger's allegations until he had further discussed the issue with all the BSU members The
BSU currently has 69 members.
Hettinger said the White Student Union will
hold its first meeting Wednesday at a place and
time yet to be determined.
Evans said the BSU will also continue to focus
on homecoming events ·and that interviews for
coordinator positions will be held after the meeting.

Student Senate approves
money
handicapped accessibilities
dent fees By ANN GILL

The second of the three resolutions calls for copies of the report
to be sent to President Stan Rives,
Members of the Student Senate to Glenn Williams, vice president
have unanimously ap-proved for student affairs, and to be
three resolutions in support of placed in Booth Library for public
improving handicapped accessi- viewing.
bility on Eastern's campus.
"I talked to Vice President
In response to a report com- Williams after the meeting, and
piled by senate member Jeff he said that he would talk to Vice
Waldhoff, who toured the campus President (for Business Affairs
in a wheelchair on Sept. 26, three Charles) Colbert about getting
resolutions were passed by the some things done, like ramps (for
senate.
the handicapped)," Waldhoff said.
Waldhoff's report detailed
The final of the three resoluwheelchair accessibility to 14 of tions "recommends that signs be
Eastern 's academic buildings, placed in Old Main directing stuincluding Lumpkin Hall, the dents to the elevator and to handiDoudna Fine Arts Building, the capped accessible en-trances and
Martin Luther King Jr. Univer- exits."
sity Union, Kiehm Hall, Old
"I for one was not aware of an
Main, Booth Library, the Life elevator in Old Main and signs
Science building, Coleman Hall, would make it more accessible,"
the Physical Science building, Waldhoff said.
Lantz Gym/Student Recreation
Waldhoff came up with the
Center, _the Textbook Rental idea of touring the campus in a
Service, Blair Hall, the Student wheelchair following a six-week
Services building and McAfee stay on crutches after he broke his
Gym.
ankle last year.
The first of the three resolu"Spending time on crutches
tions, all drafted by Waldhoff, gave me the incentive; it (handifocused on the need to improve capped accessibility) has been a
accessibility to handicapped stu- concern in senate for a while,"
dents. The resolution said that Waldhoff said.
"Eastern Illinois University's
With the help of Michelle
Student Senate urges the adminis- Marlow, an Eastern student contration to take great care to ensure fined to a wheelchair, the final
that any renovations done on report was made.
Eastern 's existing buildings
"I chose to talk to Michelle
include _plans to enhance the because one day's perspective
handicapped accessibility of the was not enough," he said.
buildings."
., Continued on page 2
Student government editor

· will meet at 7. p.m.
the Arcola-Tuscola
Martin Luther King
"ty Union for final
on requests made by
recreation, Student
nt and University
"tional allocations
transfers totaling
ltlldent fees.
8 started hearing
om eligible student
ons at last week's
due to the number
and transfers, the
the requests until

pteeting.
t request received

was $33,272 from the
of sports and recre"d Outler, director of
recreation, told the
at there were some
costs with the new
Recreation Center and
uests being made for
ney were to expand
in the new facility.
t requests made by
reereation asked the
an additional $4,080
payroll, $8,000 for a
system and $7,000 for
stereo system.
arose at last week's
from a member on the
'8 to why $8,000 was

"····
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CATHY BEHRENDT /Staff photographer

Like clockwork
Kenny Lineberry of Mattoon's Moniter Sign Co. and Jeff Hopper of
Charleston's Rogers Electric wave encouragement and directions
Monday afternoon toMoniter employee Doug Vahle as he attempts to
rewire the uptown Boatman Bank digital clock .

.

Non-negotiated workers
unsure about ·pay raise
By JILL BAUTER
Administration editor

The non-negotiated civil service workers at Eastern have yet
to receive word about their pay
raises this year, and one leader
for the workers said the administration is in fact not bound to
give the workers anything.
"Normally, they tell us as
soon as (Gov. Jim Edgar) signs
the allocation in July. Then in
August, (the administration) lets
us know what the pay raises are
and gives them to us," said
Marsha Moler, chair of the nonnegotiated civil service workers.
This ye<ar is different, however, and since the non-negotiated
civil service workers have no
contract and do not negotiate,
they must wait to see what the
administration says.
"In the past, they have usually given us (our raises) first,"
Moler said. However, "they
haven't talked to us at all about
it (this year)," she added.
Moler said administrative

representatives attend the
group's monthly meeting, but
they haven't had any news for
them yet this year.
The University Professionals
of Illinois, the union represent. ing Eastern 's faculty, also is
hoping to get a pay raise, but
negotiations between the UPI
and the Board of Governors
have extended well past the
Sept. 1 expiration of their contract..
The non-negotiated civil service workers are not represented
by a union. Therefore, Moler
said, they have no bargaining
power.
"We get whatever they give
us," she said. "We assume they
will be fair, but they aren't
bound to do anything.
"We know the administration
. has said they would reallocate
money for raises, depending on
negotiations," Moler adped.
If the workers do not get the
raises they are hoping for, Moler
said they will let their concern
be known to the administration.
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Forbes: Rich got richer from recession
NEW YORK (AP) - Sure the recession hurt some
of America's wealthiest people. But most just kept
getting richer.
Entertainment mogul John Werner Kluge is worth
more than any other American for the third straight
year. But computer whiz Bill Gates. is closing the gap,
Forbes magazine said in its 10th annual ranking of the
richest.
The net worth of the 400 wealthiest Americans hit
$288 billion - the highest ever recorded by Forbes.
The list appears in the magazine's Oct. 21 issue.
The recession made ex-moguls of some, mostly in
real estate where values have dropped and vacancies
skyrocketed, Forbes said in a report released Sunday.
A record 71 billionaires populate the list, up from 66
last year and 13 in the magazine's first ranking in
1982.
Forty-seven names were dropped this year. Six
died, including Sen. John Heinz ill, who was killed .in
a plane crash, and CBS tycoon William S. Paley.
Fifty-eight of the 400 are women. The list's average
age is 64.
While some fortunes dwindled, only one truly
household name left the list: chicken man Frank
Perdue. Forbes said he slipped because the magazine
had overestimated his wealth.
Amid the recession, Forbes undertook something of
an apology for wealth in America. The magazine,
which describes itself as a "capitalist tool," said in an
essay that the rich are having a tough time, too.
"Since 1989 the economy has slowed - for blacks,
for whites, for rich, for poor," Forbes said. "The

median net worth of the Forbes 400 has stagnated
since 1989, not even keeping pace with inflation."
While that's important for a factory worker with a
family of four, cost-of-living increases aren't essential
for people with a net worth of $275 million or more rock bottom on Forbes' list and $15 million more than
last year.
The combined wealth of the richest was $288 billion - an average $720 million per person. That is
enough to erase the fiscal year 1991 federal deficit
and still have enough to funq the $6.4 billion in extra
unemployment benefits President Bush plans to veto.
Forbes found that the fortune of Kluge, a 77-yearold German immigrant who founded Metromedia Co.,
keeps on growing. At an estimated $5.9 billion, it's up
$300 million from last year.
No. 2 is William Henry Gates ill, 35, a Harvard
dropout who in 1975 formed Microsoft, now the
biggest computer software maker. The bulk of his
estimated worth of $4.8 billion com~s from company
stock, Forbes said. Last year, he ranked lqth with
$2.5 billion.
Gates replaces Warren Buffett, the Nebraska
investor who was tapped to clean up scandal-tainted
Salomon Inc. Buffett's estimated stock-market fortune
grew to $4.2 billion from $3.3 billion, but .he slipped
to eighth on the list.
Ahead of him are Wal-Mart Stores Inc. founder
Sam Moore Walton and his family. Walton divided his
wealth equally among himself and his four children.
Each is estimated to be worth $4.4 billion.

Handicap
" From page I
"Michelle gave valuable insight
and ideas and told me what types
of problems she had."
In the survey, Waldhoff took
.into consideration entrance levels,
elevators, bathrooms and drinking
fountains.
According to Waldhoff, the
most accessible building on
Eastern 's campus is Lumpkin
Hall. Lumpkin, the newest educational facility on campus, provides
one elevator located in the middle
of the hallway that is accessible
from two of the three entrances. In
addition, the washroom facilities
were adequate in Lumpkin Hall;
according t() Waldhoff.
The drinking fountains in
Lumpkin, however, were difficult
to use for the handicapped, he
added.
The majority of the facilities
around campus were about the
same in that all had at least one
entrance that was accessible by a
wheelchair, but there were good
and bad points to all of the buildings cited by Waldhoff.
One bad point, Waldhoff said,

u~~~

was that to reach the elevator in
the Physical Science building a
student must travel the entire
length of the hallway to use the
only elevator in the facility. One
good point, however, is the water
fountains in the new Student
Recreation Center are easy to use.
"There was a big clump (of
buildings) in the middle (of campus) that were okay," Waldhoff
said.
The only facility that was
unable to be rated was McAfee
Gymnasium since all four
entrances to the building have
stairs leading to them, Waldhoff
said, adding that McAfee was the
"worst by far."
The facilities are not the only
places that cause problems for
wheelchair students. In his senate
report, Waldhoff said Marlow told
him of a time when a university
groundskeeper plowed the snow
off of driving and parking areas
into a pile in front of a wheelchair
ramp near the union and the Fine
Arts building. Another problem
often faced by students in
wheelchairs is debris on sidewalks, Waldhoff said.
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"Pethaps students or ground
workers could occasionally organize and clear off one of the quads
of debris, and certainly greater
effort could be made in clearing
off the snow from ramps and
such," Waldhoff said.
Waldhoff said that fC?r a small
cost rough concrete could be
replaced on the sidewalks, signs
could be put up to show students
where handicapped facilities are
and snow could be plowed in certain areas to help handicapped students.
Just as the problem on
Eastern's campus exists for students in wheelchairs, a problem
also exists for blind students
without access to Braille books
and to deaf students all with
varying degrees of impairment,
Waldhoff said.
"I hope Eastern will live up to
its pledge of providing the same
services to all of its students, and
not pass over the problems of
some students because it is too
'inconvenient' to deal with their
problems," Waldhoff said.
"Inconvenience is no excuse for
injustice."

Friend's&.. Co
509 Van Buren Ave.
(one block south of square)

TACO TUESDAY
3 Super Tacos
ONLY $1 00
Killian's Red 22 oz.
jumbo Glass Mugs

You keep the Mug $250
Refills All Night $1 75

12 oz. Sodas
ONLY75¢
Starts 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Come In For Lunch

•From page I
requested for a computer system
for the Rec Center when the
Student Senate asked for $3,296
for a computer system that was
much like that of the one
requested · by sports and recreation.
"I would say that sports and
rec will get what senate (Student
Senate) gets for a computer,"
said AB chair Steve Macaluso.
Outler also asked the board
for an additional funds for stu-

dent payroll. Outler t( d t
board that an additional moni
in the fitness center is need
during the busy time of day
the Rec Center, from 2 p.m.
10 p .m. The board allocated
total of around $76,000 in s
dent fees. for payroll at the c
ter during last spring 's budg
proceedings.
The board will also disco
Outler's request for $7,000 i
an aerobic stereo system for
with the aerobic sessions.

Broadway Joe's
TUESDAY

NIGHT

Wanderers
1412 Broadway Ave.
Mattoon II 235-4733

Classifieds Sell!

581-2812
••••
•••
••
••
••••
••

••
••
••
••
••
••

••••

••
••
••••
••
••••
••••
••••
••••
••
••
••
••••
••
••

$1200

Guaranteed cash
Prizes Given Every
.
Wednesday
(includes one $500 game)
at

Elk's Bingo
720 6th Street Charleston
(next to the public Library)
Doors and Grill open at 5:00 p.m.

. ... . . . . . . . .

•••• • • • • • • • • • • •
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Faculty Senate await
Rives' appointment
By JAMIE RILEY
Staff writer

position currently held by Rives.
The recommendation was returned to Marlow for clarification. Any other recommenda. tions that have been brought to
Marlow-'s attention by faculty
·members will also be discussed
at the meeting.
The second recommendation
from Marlow dealt with forming
a committee that wot:ld consist
of members from all five Board
·of Governors universities to
oversee the search process for
administrative positions. The
recommendation was rejected by
the senate.
The BOG is the governing
body for Eastern, Chicago State,
Governors State, Northeastern
Illinois and Western Illinois
University.
At its meeting Tuesday, the
Faculty Senate will also discuss
the proposed code of etpics that
was issued to all Eastern
employees by Rives two weeks
ago.
"We'll be discussing various
items that have been brought to
our attention by faculty members that may be problematic
(with the code)," Carpenter said.
The senate will also deal with
university policies on part-time
teaching by retired faculty and
the five-week-old Faculty Issues
and Concerns survey, Carpenter
said.
The survey was issued to all
faculty members by the Faculty
Senate so it can better understand where faculty concerns lie
and which issues the senate
should deal with in the future,
he added.

The Faculty Senate will await
word from Presideni Stan Rives
Tuesday on the appointment of
the acting vice president for academic affairs, according to
Chair David Carpenter.
Rives formed a committee
two weeks ago to act as a cons1,1lting body for the search 'for
the acting vice president for academic affairs. Robert Kindrick,
who currently holds the position, will leave Eastern to take a
similar pos1t1on at the
University of Montana beginning Dec. 1.
Rives said it was important to
-fill the acting position quickly
so the search for- the permanent
vice president can begin. The
stoplights at the corner offifth and Madison streets should help ease the daily congestion in the new/y- associate vice president for academic affairs position is also
d ~treets
of the Charleston Square area, but Monday the lights were still inactive.
'
.
vacant due to the appointment of
Charles Colbert as the vice president for business affairs.
The search committee will
the building of the proposed 300Thompson said the weekend's
ELLY SEIFERT
also be primarily responsible for
acre site in Martinsville.
hearings included testimonies
the search for the perman~nt
Joe Boyer, president of PRO, from Chem-Nuclear, which is the
e weekend hearings for the said the slow pace of the hearings group involved with the design of vice president for academic
affairs.
posed low-level radioactive is becoming monotonous.
the facility and the operation of
Also at the senate's meeting,
p site near Martinsville ended
"It seems like (the siting com- the proposed faoility.
which
will be at 2 p.m. Tuesday
nday with the additional mission and the lawyers) ask the
Witnesses from Chem-Nuclear
uling of two weeks for hear- same questions, but reword them included Robert Anderson, John . in the BOG Room of Booth
Library, the Faculty Senate wil1
to continue.
to trip the people up," Boyer said. Till and Michael Ryan.
review
and continue discussion
The three-member Illinois "Most people. are getting fed up Testimonies centered around the
on
Affirmative
Action recomw-Level Radioactive Waste with the expense.
question of the safety of the city
mendations brought to the sensposal Facility Siting Com"It's getting to be more like a. water near the proposed facility,
ate by member Ed Marlow last
ssion tentatively added two regular court trial," he added.
Boyer said.
week.
e weekend hearings to their
The hearings are to determine
Prior to the hearings, which
The first of the two recomedule, wqich will extend the whether a proposed nuclear stor- began Thursday afternoon, more
rings until the end of age facility can be safely built than 200 people, including mend_ations asked for a faculty
vember, said Patti Thompson, near Martinsville, wl_lich js locat- lawyers and witnesses, toured the member to be appointed as
Affirmative Action_ monitor, a
ctor of communications for ed about 25 miles southeast of actual facility site.
Illinois Department of Charleston.
Boyer said he was unable to
!ear Safety.
Boyer said the original purpose attend the tour, but is familiar
he hearings were initially of the hearings was that the siting with the site since it is very close
uled to end Nov. 11 , accord- commission can finalize the deci- to his home.
to the schedule issued by the sion of whether or not to build the
"Hopefully (the tour) helped
g commission.
dump, out now he claims the people understand how tight the
By CATHY MYERS
omplaints of the slow hearings have been drawing away soil of the land is," Boyer said.
ess of the hearings continue from their initial goal.
·
Questions about the possible and CHRIS SEPER
e a concern of People for
. "The hearings have brought out danger of a radioactive leak into Staff writers
onsible Opportunities, the some good points," Boyer said. the groundwater near the facility
p supporting the dump site, "But they (the hearings) have and the danger of water contamiA 10-inch dent was discovof Concerned Citizens of turned into a big trial deal for the nation have echoed throughout ered Thursday on the passenger
ing was locked when he left at 5
:k County, the group against publicity."
the hearings.
side of a parked car along the p.m. Thursday.
entry road to Charleston High
The window is valued at more
School at 1400 18th St.
than $400.
Renee Ringuette, 3<r, 12
The following items were
people may have.
In other activities, the team, in conjunction Circle Dr., found the dent at taken from the University Police
with the Black Student Union and Alpha Kappa 8:47 p .m. Thursday after she reports.
Student Action Team met Monday evening Alpha, will sponsor a 4 o'ciock club from 4 p.m. attended the Charleston High
• A six-inch long ancl twocuss Alcohol Awareness Week and other · to 6 p.m. Oct. 25 in the Afro-American Cultural School homecorping bonfire.
inch wide dent in a white
ing events.
Center. The activity will be a non-alcoholic alterRinguette did notice a large Cutlass automobile resulted
ecutive Chair Terry Tumbarello said he is native to the traditional 4 o'clock clubs.
crowd of high school students after an apparent hit and run
· g forward to 100 percent member participaTumbarello also said Monday President Stan gathered around the passenger
accident reported at 7:30 p.m.
uring Alcohol Awareness Week. Team meni- Rives will be attending the SAT's Oct. 21 meetside
of
her
car
after
the
bonfire
on
Sunday. The incident
will be working in the refreshment tent on ing. Tumbarello said the organization has been
but
did
not
think
anything
of
it,
occurred in the E lot by
y, Oct. 21, handing out soft drinks and lit- attracting national attention, and Rives wants to
McKinney Hall sometime dure on responsible drinking of alcohol. He join a meeting to see what the Student Action police reports said.
that they will be answering any questions · Team is all about.
• A Charleston police officer ing the weekend, police reports
discovered a broken plate glass stated.
window at I :24 a.m. Friday at
The car was parked in the first
516 Sixth St. The incident may row on the east side of the lot,
themselves throughout the interREN MEDINA
Mason said the keys to a suchave occurred between 5 p.m. pointing inwards.
view.
cessful interview is to follow the
Thursday
and about 1:20 a.m.
• Campus police reported a
Also discussed was a list of 39 success program which states to
theft at 9:30 a.m. last Tuesday in
door to a successful inter- questions which may be asked . start preparing for the interview Friday, police reports said.
While on patrol, Sgt. John the Life Science Annex. The
was unlocked for 30 stu- during an interview. Some ques- experience early, to understand
who attended the workshop tions included expectations for your strengths and weaknesses Brady noticed the damage. John microwave, valued at $90, was
s To Successful Interview- the next five years, amount -of and to compile a list of past jobs Williams, who is the owner of taken from room 12 8 of the
ij)Onsored by the Counseling salary desired and the individual's courses taken.
the property, stated to the annex. An approximate time
on Monday.
special abilities.
She also discussed the Equal Charleston police that the build- time of the theft is not known.
• Mason of the speech comKevin Scanlan, a senior mar- Employment Opportunity Comcation department led stu- keting student who had an inter- mission guidelines for questions
through the lecture by giv- view on Tuesday, felt the lecture that are inappropriate for potential
oth good and bad mock was helpful. "It (the workshop) employers to ask at an interview Correction
iews with students in the supported my views and I'm such as marital status, family and
The complaint levied by Janet Francis-Laribee, assistant profesmore confident when I go into an racial background.
sor
of computer and operations management, against Lumpkin
son gave students prepara- interview."
"I think everyone should be
exercises for an interview by
"I learned a lot in a short peri- required to come to this seminar Distinguished Professor Efraim Turban was a sexual harassment
their work experience, edu- od of time" said D. A. Molloy, a because everybody down the line complaint.
This fact was incorrectly reported in Monday's edition.
nal background and their sophomore speech communica- has to go through an interview,"
The News regrets the error.
nality when presenting tion major.
· ····· ·
· - Mol1oysa'ia:- ! ' 1 ! ·· · • · • • • • • •
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just another test for midterm weel<
Okay. We've been down here
for about a half semester now you can tell because that damn .
. "mid-term" has been popping up
everywhere as of late. In honor of .
this most cretin time o' the
semester, I offer an exam of my
own, the purpose being to see
how much all ye little freshmen
(and even some of you veterans ol
this school/town) have learned ·
about Charlieville and "Essentially Tim
Intoxicated University."
Shellberg
Call this a "current events quiz"
of sorts if you want. Freshmen, consider it to be a test on
"how much you've learned about Charleston aside from
the results of statements such as "c'mon,. all I want to do
is hold you and nothing else tonight" and "yeah, I'll call
you."
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Student Senate
actions do not
.show leadership
The Student Senate has failed its constituents in its reactions to administrative
controversies that have emerged during the
past year.
The group has let .events pass them by,
making few efforts to investigate or debate
the validity of or circumstances behind
administrative hiring improprieties so serious
that a vice president and at least one other
official have been released from thelr duties.
.
Instead of being lead-

Editorlal

ers t.o the student com- .
......._.....__...... mumty, they have acted
as a passive ~udience, indulging only . in
knee-jerk reactions to. Faculty Senate resolutions.
'
·
Only senate member Jeff Waldhoff has
· taken any constructive action on the issue by
holding an informational forum on the controversies Thursday for interested students.
Yet, even his action came a little late considering this university has been in an uproar
over these issues since last October.
Last Wednesday senate members rejected
a suggestion that the senate gauge student
reaction before taking a position on confidence in Rives. Instead, they deemed it more
important to demonstrate their support for
Rives before his evaluation is complete.
Last April the Student Senate held a student confidence vote on Rives:
The vote, taken as a direct reaction to the
faculty and staff confidence vote on Rives,
was taken without any extensive discussion
of the issues that led the Faculty Senate to
call the vote.
Yet, the Student Senate hol~s this. up as a
mandate of student support for_ruves, despite
the fact that six, months and the emergence
of another investigation into an administra- .
tive hiring may have changed some minds.
The News does not object to the Student
Senate making a decision to support Rives'
handli.ng of his administration. ·
We do object to the Student Senate making an uninformed decision to support Rives'
handling of his administration.
Do you really know if members of the student bqdy support Rives?
·
.
f
. And, i you don't, how can you presume
to represent their views?

.v

•

Your representative owes
you, not his industry only,
but his judgement.
Edmund Burke

t. (Specifically aimed at freshman and veterans of LFS
1000)
Life Science ls:
A. The study of life.
8. Da study o' life .
~
C. A teacher in a tape recorder
D. Probably the class with the most handed-down
notes on this campus
· 2. Stan Rives ls:
A. President of this here campus
8. David Carpenter's favortte drtnking buddy ·
C. Old Main's chimney sweep
D. The walrus. "Goo goo ga joob"

3. Vic Robeson:
A. Will soon be the ex-director of the Physical Plant
8. Was that ~tud guy in "Fast Times at Ridgemont
High."
.
C~ Is loved by those who work for him and is the
three:time consecutive winner of the "EIU Boss Of The
Year" award
D. Is really looking forwarp to St. Patrick's Day next
year

5. Charleston ls best known as:
A. Home of Jim Edgar
8. Home of Edgar Winter
C. Home of the biggest ski hill in Central Illinois
D. The Midwest headquarters of the Meat Loaf/Jim
Buffett/RE.O Speedwagon Fan Club ·

6. Match the Following:
E.L Krackers
Hootr's
Page One
Marty's

Roes
Stu's
Chi's
Marty's

7. The Rec Center ls:
A. The most technologically advanced workout cen
this side of Champaign
8. Putting many area gyms out of business
C. A minimum securtty prtson
D. A disguised expertment In bladder control

8. Based on album release dates and tour sch
oles, the U8 Concert Committee
A. will run top-rated popular "college bands" at
height of their latest 15 minutes of fame.
8. will be able to choose between Metallica, J
Mellencamp, U2 and Sprtngsteen and will have them
etal)' capabilities to do so.
C. Will offer a New Kids On The Block/Markydouble-billing .to the chagrtn of almost all Eastern s
dents. Yet every Charleston High School student will
in attendance with their parents chaperoning.
D. Will dig up a group of old, hair-farming fossils
haven't released a hit album iri half a decade (and
does that caked-on makeup shine in the spotlight)

There is no possible way to talfy up a score to this,
use your illusion and go with what you think. Pl
however, feel free to bring or send your results to
truly at The Daily Eastern News, Buzzard Building,
gym, and I'd be more than happy to grade your quiz.
nm Shel/berg is Verge ·editor and is a columnist for
Daily Eastern News.

4. "I.Ci.A" stands for:
A. "Independent Grocers of America"
8. "Igga"
·. l

C. Wilb Walkers
D. The new other half of Osco

.

•

'

Your turn
.

Reader sees no
need for wsu

Dear Editor:
This is concerning the organization of the new dub (that is what it
really is right .now) formed by Mr.
Henninger, the White Student Union.
Mr. Henninger, you say the purpose of this new organization is "to
promote the views of white majority." As per the article which
appeared in the DEN on Frid~iy. Oct.
4, or as the artide quoted you specificafly ".:.I think it's about time to look
at the views of the majority." Mr~
Henninger, look around you. Do you
see any instances where occurrences
on campuses fail to. represent the
views of the "white majority?" Is it
not enough there is a vast white
majority here on campus? Do we
really need an organization that not
only mocks the organizations that
·are designed to help unify and represent the minority views, but also
advertises the obvious white majori-

ty?

torial cartoon and articles you
been writing about Jason Cald
As a sports journalist myself, I r
the right we have as reporters
prtnt or say what we
Ho
in my own point of view, both
tasteless and unnecessary.
After reading your garbag
believe neither of you would e
begin to have this courage, let al
the strength, to get up in front
5,000 people' and kick a football
It's time to either put up or shut
would ·like to challenge both of
to a kicking contest at the halftim
one of the up-coming foot
games. Let the faris see for th
David ae.vwater
A member of the "whlte llld}ontY" selves that the average person
not even kick a 20-yard field g
would even be a nice guy and
this contest arranged. It would
me great pleasure to see the
laugh at the both of you for o
· instead of laughing at Jason Cald
I'm looking forward to hea
Dear editor:
I am wrtting to Rich Bird and Don from either of you.
O'Brien in regards to the recent edi-

It is my opinion that an organization like the WSU is abrasive because
it will stir up much unneeded controversy. The WSU is obviously not necessary , and can only serve to give
the image of being a campus where
the fight to end the oppression of
minorities is mocked by the majortty.
Mr. Henninger, an organization
like the WSU has its merits. It could
serve a useful purpose in a place
where there is not a white majortty,
and the views and concerns of the
white people can not be seen or
heard, but Eastern is not that place.

Reader challenges·
Newsers to put up
or shut up

reel.
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Canine firefighter
to snuff out arson
By WILLIAM DUNNE
Staff writer

With _a new state program,
sniffing out arsonists will be
going to the dogs.
Canines are being used mote
and more to aid police personnel
and firefighters. One such helper
is Tracer, a brown, female
Labrador, who was recently
donated to the State Fire Marshal Division of arson investiga-tion.
Tracer was donated by
Charleston Fire Chief Paul
Cunningham and will work with
Donald Tankersley, a special
agent of the state fire marshal
division of arson investigation.
Last month, Tracer and
Tankersley attended an intensive
rman Farris, a crossing gu,ard at Jackson and Fourth streets, takes a break Monday afternoon while week-long school for a month in
Gray, Maine, where classes went
tching for children in need of a safe crossing.
from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Tankersely, who's been a firefighter for 24 years and has
BRIDGET PAULEK
guys are expected to spend their
"The auction was very suc- worked for the state fire marshal
time cleaning rooms, typing cessful and we will definitely for the past seven years, said
papers and making dinners, make it an annual event," usually the most popular K-9 for
police work is the Germ.an
Bidding was brisk at the Hagene added.
Suessen said.
!ta Chi Personal Servitude
Mike Bell, who brought the
The fraternity will use the Shepherd because of their great
ction Sunday as 39 members highest bid of $55, said, "I'm money raised from the auction all-around abilities. But the
e "sold" to benefit the Miss going to have one interesting to fund the Miss Lincoln Trail Labrador has a better nose for
sniffing out hydrocarbons and is
hour."
Pageant, a preliminary for the
naturally bred hunting dog,
a
eant.
A group of girls called in Miss America Pageant that is
Cunningham said.
The bidding on each member from Carman Hall to bid over hosted by Delta Chi each spring,
"Labs are used because they
ed at $1, according to Brian the phone for, the Delta Chi they said Vice President Matt
are able to detect less quanity
ene, Delta Chi treasurer.
wanted to buy.
Meersmen.
and have all-around scent detec"We raised $597 (for the
Terry Suessen, an active
Last year, the fraternity raised tion," he said.
olarship pageant)," Hagene member who was auctioned off, $1,100, which was put into
Although the canine training
said he was worried that no one scholarships for the pageant's school ended last month in
For their money, the bidders would bid 9n him, Qr that an~~- . wion~r ~n_d .ru!J.ner.:up to use to _ Majne, Tracer and Tankersely
eived one hour of work out girlfriend would be in the auc- participate in the Miss Illinois have kept up their intensive
their Delta Chi servants. The tion looking for revenge.
training schedule by working
Pageant, he added.
seven days a week.
Some of the training consists
of Tankersely placing eight
stop, is an event used frequently at busy intersec- burned items and putting a small
amount of a flammable chemical
tions to attract passing motorists.
in
one of them. Tracer then has
"The entire fraternity of 40 members contributto
sniff
out the item and indicate
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity collected an estimat- ed in some way to the can shake," Johnson said,
to
Tankersely
where the chemi$80 last weekend during its third "can shake" adding that all of the donations have yet to be
cal is at.
aiser for the March of Dimes.
counted.
"(The dog) also enables us to
is is the third semester we've worked with
The March of Dimes is a philanthropic organi- save a lot of time because we
March of Dimes," said Thomas Johnson, Delta zation that contacted the Delta Sigma Phi fraterni- can quickly spot the area where
a Phi vice president. "We hope to continue in ty to help with this event. It is a non-profit organi- the fire , started; this could norfuture."
zatfon that raises money for the research of birth mally take a long time,"
e fundraiser went from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. last defects and for the support of families that have Tankersely said.
Tracer lives with Tankersely,
y through last Sunday. The can shake, or car children with birth defects.
and when the two aren't training

elta·Chi benefit received best bids

elta Sigs shake it for March of Dimes

''

Labs are used because they are able
to detect less quantity and have allaround scent detection.
Paul Cunningham
Charleston Fire Chief

''

with flammable chemicals,
Ta_nkersely is drilling obedience
into Tracer.
"This usually isn't a problem
because Tracer is such a wellmannered dog, and she is really
good with people. She sleeps
with my daughter," Tankersely
said.
Like all firefighters, Tracer
also has to face dangerous situations. When checking burneddown buildings, there is always
a chance that the floor could
cave in, and a chemical company:S building on fire could contain poisonous chemicals
unknown to Tracer.
"If there was something like a
fertilizer plant burning down,
we wouldn't even use Tracer,"
Tankersley said.
Tracer also· has problems
working in heat because when
Labradors begin to heat up, they
pant too ·much and it destroys
their ability to smell, Tankersley
added.
·
He said he first heard about
the canine program last year and
then asked Cunningham to keep
an eye out for a puppy Labrador
to use.
When Cunningham received
Tracer as a donation, they had to
wait a year so Tracer could
mature enough to attend the
intensive training she received.
The dog training school cost
the state $144, but thilt didn't
include food and transportation.
Next summer Tracer and
Tankersley will attend a week"
long recertification course.

enate continues Thomas' vote amid lingering allegations
ASHINGTON (AP) - The
ate struggled Monday with
gations that Supreme Court
·nee Clarence Thomas sexuharassed an assistant a
ago. Senate leaders indithey would move ahead
a Tuesday evening vote and
White House decried an
-hour "smear" campaign.
handful of senators called
delay in Thomas' confinnavote so that allegations by
Hill, now a law professor
University of Oklahoma,
be thoroughly investigat-

a

ill called for more thorh investigation of her
ges, saying: "The Senate
d consider the conduct" of
It seems to me a person
ldn't have to violate the law
der for his character to be
into question," she told
rters in Norman, Okla.,
she is a tenured professor.
ant to focus on behavior,"
h she said undermined his

Women struggle to win harassment cases
WASHINGTON (AP)
Women who believe they've been
sexually harassed on the job are
winning increased understanding
and more lawsuits as society
comes to accept that such behavior
is discriminatory.
But first the victims must persuade others to believe the statements or actions occurred, and
then they have to prove that
they're beyond the bounds of routine office· interplay. Like most
matters concerning men and
women, it's complicated.
ability to enforce the very laws
he was sworn to.uphold.
The allegations, which surfaced over the weekend, threw
the Senate into tumult on the eve
of its scheduled vote on Thomas.
The nominee stayed out of the
public eye as the accusations
arose.
Minus a ninth justice, the Supreme Court opened its fall term.

·Supreme Court revisits mail-order
sales tax. Page g·
Anita Hill, the law professor
who has accused Supreme Court
nominee Clarence Thomas of
improper sexual advances, is finding that out the hard way - with
nasty phone messages, massive
media attention and minute scruti-

In statements to the Senate
Judiciary Committee and the
FBI, Hill said Thomas made sexually explicit remarks to her
about pornographic movies and
his sexual interest in her. She
said Thomas' comments were
made on the job when she
worked for him at the Education
Department and later when he
was chairman of the Equal
I

'•

'

ny of her character.
"My integrity has been called
into question by people who have
never spoken to me," she said
Monday at a news conference in
Norman, Okla.
Sen. Dennis DeConcini, DAriz., inadvertently confmned her
point minutes later at his own
news conference. "It's a matter of
judgment, of who are you going to
give the credibility here to," he
said. He came down on the side of
Thomas, who has denied any
improper behavior.
Employment Oppertunity Commission. Senate supporters of
Thomas said he denied the allegations.
"Reliving this experience has
been really bad for me," Hill
told reporters. "It was bad
enough to experience it once, but
to relive it has been very bad."
President Bush said the lastminute accusations against

Thomas concerned him "not the
least." "He still has my full confidence, obviously," Bush told
reporters. "I think he will be and
should be confirmed - quickly."
The White House attempted to
discredit Hill by providing
names of EEOC employees who
vouched for Thomas' character
and by pointing out discrepancies in the chronology of her
allegations.
Senate Democratic Leader
George Mitchell said he expected
the vote would proceed as scheduled at 6 p.m. EDT Tuesday.
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Joseph Biden, D-Del.,
agreed with that judgment.
Hill's allegations prompted calls
by Thomas' opponents to postpone the vote to look closer at the
allegations.
·" I think we owe Judge Thomas,
the U.S. Supreme Court and the
people of this nation a little more
thorough investigation than has
taken place up to this point," said
Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., who
opposes Thomas.

............... .,, -· ................................................ ............
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Republican$: Our plan is best
· CHICAGO (AP) - A Republican proposal to redraw Illinois'
congressional districts is political- ly fairer than a Democrat plan, a
- GOP consultant told a federal
judicial panel Monday.
The GOP .plan would alter the
DemocraJs' current 15-7 majority
and gi_ve Republicans more equitable reEreseRtation under the
population shift that has occurred
in Illinois stnce the 1980 census,
said .R ichard Engstrom, a Uni.versity of New Orleans political
science professor.
· The Republican plan likely
would result In 11 Democratic
seats, seven GOP seats and two
seats in districts with GOP leanings. The Democrats' plan would
result in 12 Democratic seats, six
,GOP seats and two with GOP
leanings but with Democratic
incum~nts.

. ' Because Illinois' population
increased \'ery little while other
states' ·increased proportionately
· more over the past 10 years,
Illinois must redtaw its districts to

The Dally Eastern New

eliminate two U.S. House seats: Jerry Costello to run against each
The redistricting battle was other.
The Republican proposal
thrown into federal court when
the Illinois General Assembly "changes the congressional concouldn't agree on new congres- figuration that historically existed
in Southern Illinois," Joyce told
sional district lines.
The three-judge panel must the judges Monday.
"I don't want to lose my disagree on a map that contains districts \\;ith roughly equal popula- trict," Po shard, who represents .
tion, while avoiding diluting the District 22, told ·his attorney durvoting strength of minorities such ing the day-long court session.
as blacks and Hispanics.
The Democrats' plan puts cenDemocrats, Republicans and a tral Illinois Republican Reps .
coalition of black and Hispanic Thomas Ewing and Robert
groups have submitted proposals Michel together.
.to the court.
Another conflict is· the fight
All of the proposals include between Democratic U.S. Reps.
three districts with at least a 65
Cardiss Collins and Charles·
percent African-American popu- Hayes. over Chicago's second
lation and a majority-Hispanic ward. Both Democrats want a
district in Chicago - Illinois' first. · majority of the predominantly
But the contenders agree on little black, heavily Democratic ward
· in their district.
else.
Edward Joyce, an attorney repCollins, fellow Democrat Gus ·
resenting downstate Democrats, Savage and Republican Dennis
questioned the equitability of the Hastert were among several
· GOP plan. It would split southern · incumbents who would be affectIllinois' 22nd District and force ed by the proposed remaps who
Democrats Glen Poshard and attended Monday's hearing .

hostag.e's fa.mily
-_ hopeful for release soon
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) - A heart- am willingto wait if it means
ened Peggy Say said Monday that all the hostages will come
she sensed that her brother, Terry out at the same time rather than
Anderson, would be released pulling them out one at a time,'
soon by his Shiite Moslem .cap- she told the "CBS Momin
tors, though his family was still News." "I think there is a gre
braced for a letdown.
urgency on the part of the ca
Anderson appeared relaxed, tors to bring this to an end. ... I
healthy and in good spirits dur- - think everybody would like t
ing a 12-minute videotape broad- get it over with.''. Another sisteI:
cast Sunday in which he said his Judy Walker, said she wa
captors told him they would soon encouraged that Anderson ha
have "very good news" · for the stressed the importance of coo
nine Western hostages in eration from all sides instead
anyone bargaining for more con
Lebanon.
Anderson, 43, chief Middle cessions.
As in the past, however, sh
East correspondent for The
Associated Press, was kidnapped said the family was bracing i
in Beirut on March 16, 1985. He their hopes to be dashed. "I hav
is Q.eld by Iran-backed Islamic tried to tale this as a giant lesso
in patience," she said.
Jihad.
After Anderson is released
Asked how soon he might be
freed, Say said,' "I feel it's a mat- she said, she hopes he will jo'
ter of time, a matter of short her and Say at Say's home n
time." "Seeing Terry in such Lake Barkley in wester
good health I know I, for one; Kentucky.

... .E}gin teachers erid strike, reach tentative agreement
> By J"he Asso~iated Press
. Striking teachers reached a tentative
···. agreement with board members Monday
·:· in Elgin, fllfitois' second largest school
: clistricC
:'· ;'.. -Studeil.tS .have been out of class since
~ Sept: 9 ·in the. d.istriCt 40 miles west of
' ehiCllgO.

. .

.·

. > ·; ...classes-for ihedistrlct's approximately
· - -· 29;000 •stuaenis were expected to resume
Tues..d'ay after meetings· Monday of the
: :'teachers union .and the school board, said
· : :Elg~ t~a~her 1im pav_is:
.
, .
·
·Elsewhere,
teachers
voted
to
strike
... ;.. ; .
~

~

Monday in · east-central Illinois'
Details of the- agreement were not would go ahead with a scheduled mee ·
Cumberland school district, and a 2-week- released pending ratification by both Tuesday with parents from Addison
Yorkville to try to organize a statewi
old walkout ·was settled in the Southern sides.
Illinois community of Dongola.
SeveralElgin parents said that Monday push fqr changes in legislation that leg
· Teachers and board members in Elgin's · morning they were glad the . strike ized teacher strikes in 1984.
District U-46 reached the tentative pact · appeared to he over but that work still
Contract negotiations between teach
early Monday after a bargaining session needed to be done.
and the school board in Cumberland U
that began at 1 p.m. CDT Sunday and last"There ha.ve been .a lot of lessol)s 77 District broke off in · a dispute ov
ed more thart 18 hours, Davis said.
k~arneci," said Gary Lichthardt, co-chair- · salaries after about three hours Sund
"We're elated.Jt means we can· go back man of U-46 Parents Action Committee said teachers union· spokesman Ro.
and do what we do best: teach," -I>av!s - (UPAC), a paretits group formed -during Blade.
said.
•·
_
the strike. · . _.
·
.
Superintendent Joe Trimmer sa'
Robert Gilliam, chief negotiator for the· _ - ,"I don't know ·where to start," he said. Monday's classes were canceled for
Elgin t~achers, said the tentative agree- "I think the first thing is that we can't district's 1,100 students. No new ta!
ment was the result of mediation.
·
afford another. strike." He said the group were scheduled.
., -·
~,

: .. REQUEST-LINE..:NJGHT"
Little Kings 25 ¢ ~ach .
Corona for $1.50
. Everyone - Giant Drafts for $1.25
To all those people who drank us out
of Little Kings last Tuesday ....
• ... We'll be ready for you.

Send
your -S weetie a

2. TUBS ICED DOWN.&. READY
Che~k out our D.J., Rick Bray, with a ·
new sound &. light show and a brand
. new dance floor.
Cover $1.50 1::::..
<l

. - r~ . CARRY-OUT SPECIAL
.·.:: -. _

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK _

Sweetest·Day
Personal
.

•••The Daily Eastern News

i A ~~ge (~6") ·
:Sausage Pizza
:.•.. .$6 ,95 Good ·on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week
Offer ~xpires April 30, 1992
,

I •·
. _ 1·:

·!
.

Stretch It At

.•
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·.

I
I
I

·..

909 18th Street
Charleston
348-7515

'

PLEAsE

~

··\()

15 words plus your choice of colored artwork plus a
heading in bold all for $5°~. -

Your message will appear Friday, Oct. lB·th
Deadline is Monday O~t, .14. at 2:00 p.m.
'

Name
Address________________:.;'---------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

·Phone______________:._~-------=------Iv1essage~~~~---~~~~~'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~•

..............

'

••

In

~·
-~

·.

.I - .

·:··l·.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'1

,,

. . I Circle your choi~e of artwork:
I
1·
PASSION
ASHLEY
815 Broadway
I
Mattoon
FLOWER
Love is only chatter,
234-6442
I
The times we' ve
Friends are all that
I
shared have been matter.
. memorable.
I
'
Jenny
Love Romeo
I

P~ENT nus couP<?N WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

-------~---------------

A

.•.

B
As long as
you're here,
my. heart will
always cheerl
Love Joesy
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merican hostage freed by Iranian government
ASHINGTON (AP) - In
t could be another sign of .
nished hostility toward the
ted States, Iran on Monday
ed an American engineer
·soned for five years on spy
ges.
on Pattis, 54, was said by
cials to have been heading
the United States via
pe. Officials declined furcomment because he was
ased on the promise that
"city be kept at a minimum.
·s release appears to be part
improving climate in U.S.n relations since the death
atollah Ruhollah Khomeini
e 1989.
ian officials have recently
en about the possibility of
ing agreements with the

United States on a range of
issues once the hostages in Lebanon an~.. -freed and frozen
Iranian assets abroad are released. ·
.
.. P-attis · worke·d for Cosmos
Engineers of Bethesda, Md., at
Iran's-main satellite ground station at Assadabad. He was
arrested after the faciiity was
bombed by Iraqi jets during the
Iran-Iraq war in 1986.
He was .. sentenced to 10 years
in prison in 1987 by a revolutionary court on espionage
charges.
. Pattis, of Aiken, S.C., reportedly confessed to spying for the
CIA. He was quoted in a television interview in 1986 as saying
he had worked in Iran on various projects since 1969 and sup-

-

p lied the agency with information on telecommunications
sites and projects, black market
money rates, rumors about the
health of Khomeini and other
internal subjects.
The State Department denied
in 1986 that Pattis had been
working for the U.S. government.
Iran last year freed a
Savannah, Ga., businessman, E.
David Rabhan, whom it had
held for a decade on espionage
charges. Rabhan once worked as

a pilot for former President
Jimmy Carter.
The United States and Iran
have not had diplomatic relations ·since shortly after American hostages were seized in
Tehran in 1979.
Although State Department
officials declined comment
Monday, moderates appear to
have gained the upper hand in
Tehran over their more radical
rivals lately.
As an example, Mohammed
Javad Larijani, a member of
Iran's policymaking National
Security Council, told the Washington Post three weeks ago that
Iran would be "in a better position to embark on better relations" with the United States
once the hostages are released

and Iran's assets are unfrozen.
The issues which he said were
negotiable included Persian
Gulf security, regional arms limitation and Iran ' s attempts to
export revolution. It was the latter issue which prompted the
Reagan administration a decade
ago to tilt toward Iraq in the war
between the two gulf powers.
U.S. officials have said that
Iran is in a position to. influence
the Islamic groups which have
been holding the nine remaining
foreign hostages in Lebanon,
including five Americans.
Iran's Deputy Foreign Minister Ali Mohammed Besharati
said two weeks ago he hoped all
hostages in Lebanon would be
released by January. -

arplanes hit Zagreb •~'!i!~!'!.!~!~~~,~~pe2~!.~w!~~!mon palace
fire off the Legislative Palace on Monday, and stateThe soldiers grabbed Aristide's former campaign
run radio reported about one hour later that lawmak- manager, Evans Paul, roughed him up and dragged ·.
ers had decided to replace exiled President Jean- him away. Paul told reporters he was being sent 'to
Bertrand Aristide.
Venezuela, where Aristide first flew into exile.
GREB, Yugoslavia (AP) Markovic_ blamed federal
About J 50 soldiers sealed off the palace, and a man
A soldier fired a shot into the air to scatter reporters
!av air force jets rocke_ted Defense Minister ·Gen .•Veljko
who
identified
himself
as
a
deputy
said
from
inside
and
photographers who t;ried to approach the soldiers.
presidential palace in the . Kadijevic for "the attempted
that the building was under siege.
The OAS diplomats, foreign ministers from eight
I of secessionist Croat_ia murdeJ" of Croati'a's leaders.
"Soldiers are occupying the palace," said the man, countries and a leading U.S. Staie Department offiday, narrowly missing the He .said h~ would not return to .
who refused to give his name. He said the soldiers cial, continued their meeting, and made no i.mrrlediate
lic's leaders .and the feder- ~elgrade,. the fed~ra( c_a pifal,
· ·
had atta~ked the palace with tanks and gunfire at statement on the disturbance.
mier.
untii Kadijev(c was fired. _about-_
4:30
p.m.
No
one
was
wounded
by
gunfire,
but
The
OAS
ministers
had
arrived
a
short
time earlier
e precision opslaught came The Croatian Defense Minbefore a deadline set by istry said the rockets were fired- soldiers struck some lawmakers -with gun butts, he to wani the legislators not to vote to exclude Aristide. .
said.
"We must seek the restitution of President- Aristide
uropean Community for . by a .federal air force jet~ But the
state-ruQ
radio
reported
that
About
an
hour
later,
to
the presidency of Haiti," said Bolivian Foreign
ies to cease hostilities or . federal military denied ordering
the
Minister
Carlos Iturralde, before the OAS delegation
National
Assembly
had
decided
to
invoke
Article
economic sanctions. It also 'the lmmbing of Zagreb and said,
149 ofthe constitution providing for a Supi:eme Court left Washington for Port-au-Prince.
despite an appeal from "It is nof to be excluded that the
The army and parliament have_opposed Aristide.'s
judge.to replace Aristide, ousted in a Sept. 30 coup.
et Presid~nt Mik_hail S. · Croatian leadership staged this
return
without negotiations, sayif!g that as president
Earlier,
about
70
soldiers
burst
into
the
waiting
chev not to escalate the -attack." The.military also said it
he
didn't
respect the country's institutions and encoilr- ·
rooll_l
of
.the
international
airport
while
a
nine-meµiber
ar.
. was. possible a federal jet had
mission fr~m the Organization of American States aged vigilante action, including the ~illing of Aristide
any residents .. of Zagreb acted unilaterally in· _selfwas meeting Haitian leaders to press for the return of opponents by putting gasoline-soaked tires ·around
shelters Monday night. · defense.' ·
Aris!ide. 'fhe OAS meeting took place -on a floor their necks. and setting them ablaze.
phorous flares jlluminatAn E~-brokered hold o-n
sky and explosions could Croatia's June· 25 independence
ard. TV programming -de5'.laration expires at midnighr
the air, and streets Monday.- . ..
empty under a nighttime
The dead!in~ apparently trig''If Jaw enforcement people
BAJ:DWIN, Mich. (AP) - tive for the AIDS-virus. Hanlon
.
gered an all-out ai;sault on .
After spending five months in a faces a maximum four-year sen- come across ·a drug pusher, ·they
by slteer miracl~ that Croatia by ·the Serb-d~niioated
arrest him. Here, we're dealing
New Yerk jail, Jeffrey Hanlon tence if convicted.
alive," Premier Ante arµiy, Army anger rose over
with an AIDS pusher," Riley
The
Qther
man
has
tested
negwas
arraigned
Monday
on
ic, a Croat and leader of Croat attacks on army giµTi_sons.
ative
for
the
virus.
said Monday in court.
charges
of
not
telling
a
male
sex
ugoslav federal govern·eroatia!l 9fficials put their
Those who have the disease and
The American Civil Liberties
partner he has the AIDS virus.
told his office in Belg_rade -republic on a state of alert:
· · The prosecutor bringing the Union, which has said it might do not tell their partners, and even
ephone, according to the
Sev~ral grenades hit and
case .called Hanlon "an AIDS defend Hanlon, argues the AIDS those who might have AIDS but
news agenc)T.
apparently set on fire a large oil
pusher,"
_but gay-rights support- disclosure law is unconstitution- don't get tested, need to be stopped,
ovic said he was meet- refinery in Sisak, sou!heast of
.
Riley said.
ers· are rallying to his defense.
al.
' Stipe Mesic, the Croat- Zagreb, Croa.tian radio_said. The
"They ~re killing people," he
About half the states have laws
District Judge Richard
irman of the federal aqny fired ·missiles at three
Farabaugh arraigned Hanlon on dealing with AIDS disclosure and said. "I consider it like a raf>e situancy, and Croatian Pres- Croatian militia bases around
a charge of violating Michigan's the conduct of AIDS sufferers. tion." Hanlon was brought to
Pranjo Tudjman in the Zagreb, Tanjug reported: .
public ·health law. It's the first Michigan is one of only a few ·Michigan on Sunday after losing
when "the hall we were
At least 600 people have died
states with criminal-disclosure his .extradition battle Friday. He
hit by a rocket from an since Croatia declared indepen- . case brought under the law.
Hanlon, 29 , of Pleasant laws, said Ruth Harlow, staff attor- lived in northern Michigan before
plane," Tanjug said.
dence. Some estimates put the
Valley, N.Y., is accused of hav- ney for the ACLU's national AIDS returning to Pleasant Valley earlier
ough no injuries were toll ~t 2,500. Many of the
this year.
ing sex with a 21-year-old man Project in New York City.
ed, Tudjman had not 600,000 ethnic Serbs in Croatia
He was arrested June 15 in But Lake County Prosecutor
ed publicly five hours refuse to live in -an ind~pende'ni - from Battle Creek over a sevenday period in November without Michael Riley says the concern Dutchess County, N.Y., on a
esic was seen walking Croatia. Croats blam·e the war
. Michigan warrant.
telling him he had tested posi- of gay activists is misplaced.
palace.
on Se!bian: expansionism.

Yugoslay·arr attack_

AtDS 'pusher' faces four-year term

off

2 DOGS,
2 FRIES,

Come and Get I-It!
All You Can Eat Buffet

&..

20 oz DRINK

. We Deliver
11am•_11pm
3~5-2466

Tuesdays Only

BEAUTY & TANNING SALON
..
Men's cut $6.75 Reg. $7.75
Women's cut $7.75 & up Reg. $8.25 & up
.. Perms $32.00 & up Reg. $35.00 & up
Tans 10 for $29.60 Reg. 10 for $40.00
or $3.50 each Reg. $5.00
with this coupon at time of Service
Mary Kay Cosmetics through Debbie

1205 3rd 1 1/2 Blks. N. of Lincoln - 345-7530
Expires Oct. 15, 1991

-Pizza
~Spaghetti
-Garlic Bread -Salad Bar

$4.49

plu's tax

Every Tuesday 5-9 p.m.

·children 10 & under eat for $2

Jerry's Pizza
4th & Lincoln

345-28.44

.·.
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Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p .m.
will be published in the fol lowing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised , rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

---~~-~-~1V6

Need a DJ? Call HIGH OUTPUT
Sound & Light DJ Service .
Dances, parties, weddings, all
occasions. 345-9549.
----.,-~~~~~10/11
NEED A PAPER TYPED? Work
done on word processor. $1 a
page. Ask for Vicki 345-4716.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8

NOW HIRING , 4.60/HR. , full-time
and part-time developmental trainers to work with developmentally
disabled adults. SOME FULL-TIME
BENEFITS AVAILABLE . Apply in
person 738 18th St.
- - -- -- - -,--1V6
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- fisheries. Earn $5,000+/ month .
Free transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female.
Get the early start that is necessary.
For employment program call Student Employment Services at 1-206545-4155 ext. 81 .

SERVIC£S OrnRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS

HELP WANtf.D
WANTED
AoomON
RID£S/llIDERS

ROOMMATES

=---,--,,..---,--=-......,,--.,..,=-o-o10/8

FOR RENT

Rapidly aging Totally HEAL THFUL Studies Professorette seeks
new path to youth. Can you help
her hide her 40th? Puhleeze?

FOR SALE

LOST

&.. FOUND

The

(

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V?

1968 Chevele SS396 4-speed
posi , power steering $2500 .00
345-1118.
..,...,.-.,..-,-.~----,.-,-.,--~12/7
1983 Chevette - high mileage
(highway). new tires , AM / FM
Cassette, runs well. 345-6969 or
618-793-2559 ($800).
-,--,..,,.-=-..,.--,-,...,---,-,,..-.,--~1V?
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4,500 . 1976
AMC Hornet good 850.00 345 6415.

=---,-..,.-~-,---,,..,,..,,--~1V?

r .__. ,

5 A traffic-light

JANUARY SEMESTER BREAK

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event.
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Ca
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Sa
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be p
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
conflicting information will not be run.

color

Phone:

,-25

late Philippjoe .

. 48, K~nneb,l,l,r.i,k rd·

exile
port's lo~!e ,
27 Crosby was one 49 P.L.O . leader
31 Accord
32 Thickens ; sets

52 Swapped
55 "April showers

33 E.P.A. concern

bring - - "
57 Rib in a fabric

10 Light brown

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Students 0 Yes 0 No

Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

34 Land east of
Eden
14Adjoin
35Gives
15Way '
38Mazel - 16 Bovine calls
(Hebrew
, 17 Torn
congratulations)
18 " --and ApFil
showers ": Anon . 39 Metal sources
41 ·Norms for
20 Silver grade
Nicklaus
22 Job-holding
23 Hay and cotton
units
24 " M.~ry - - little

46 West Point
freshmen

Credit

2 Encourage a
felon

55

3 Group getting
"altar-ations "

58

4Draw

61

8 Catchall abbr.

21 Silent-screen
comedian

9 Practice,

24 Stops
26 Love, in L1vorno
27 Grizzlies
28 Fall test's foamy
fare

12 Went on
horseback

29 Part of a lariat

40 Brief fracas

49So be it

43Took up an
option

so Enthusias

45 - - - Industrial
Region, in
Russia

25 A lord's land

state
--i--il-"'11-'.'1~ 11 Direct a
helmsman

46 Analyzes a
sentence
48 Dorsey favorite

review
51 Hebrew!
52 Swiss ca
53 Exile isle
54 Its tail IS c
flag
HTiny

30 Sprites

~-.-1--1 13 Where the

32 Snarls

Ussuri flows
_ __...._......... 19 African
watercourse

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

... - -

DOWN

~~.,:,+~'! •1111-=T=-r.:1 t.O Type of Arab

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY~NO EXCEPTIONS

"

44

theatrically

Check number

"

39

63 Costly

7 Whistle-stop

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _.A mount due:$ _ _ _ __

.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

34

62 English sand
hills

&Bewails

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

,,,

31

5 Fighting forces

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

20

1 Excludes

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Check

17

59 Uncanny
60 River to the
North Sea
61 Hawaiian goose

44 Lifesavers

47 Funerary jars

0

14

58 Sinful

42 Plain language

person

Cash

_)

Three bearoom house and apart~
ment for rent for two people available January 1. Call 345-3059.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11

Ao FORM

Name: ________________

0

....

10111 ANNIVERSARY

2 bedroom, furnished apartment
for 2 people. Includes dishwasher, carpeting , central heat & air.
Close to campus. $220/month per
person . Carlyle Rentals . 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V6

AC.ROSS •.

Zenith 25" console TV
Marantz speakers (165
$125/pair. Realistic DXband communication r
$150 . More. 345-4426 a
a.m.

AHA HAUNTED HOUSE COMMITTEE will meet tonight at 9:
in Thomas Basement. PLEASE COME!
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Haiti Connection Meal
Meeting today at 5:00 p.m. at the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Yearbook Pictures
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall - Southeast Stairwell by
!or Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will Sacrament of Reconciliation
tonight from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
NRHH will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in the Effingham Room.
bring your candy bar money, if you have.sold everything!
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will have Yearbook Pictures taken today
p.m. in Coleman Hall - Stairwell near Taylor Hall. See you then!
TOWER CLUB will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. In the Illinois R
Everyone is welcome to attend!
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN will meet today at 6:00 p.m.
Coleman 120. Speaker is Marsha Combs, Attorney at Law. D
get to bring $10 dues and $16.50 candy deposit. ???s - Call D
8049 or Jill-5470.
BACCHUS will meet tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Effingham R
New members always welcome!
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have an Executive Board Meeting
at 7:00 p.m. in the Paris Room , University Union . This meeting ·
MANDATORY for ALL Exec. Board members!!
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY will meet today at 12:00 Noon in the
ther Lair, Union. The chapter for this week is Mark 6.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST will have Prime Time tonig
6:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room . Brian Rummery fr
University of Illinois will be speaking on "position in Christ".

Formals for Sale . $75 to $100 .
Sizes 3 and 5 . Call Kelly after
6:30 pm 348-7732.
·
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
For sale one Remington Electric
adding machine CHEAP . 3456797.

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent . Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 3487746.
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 1V6

1 - - California,
Mexican
peninsula

1978 Gibson G-3 bass gu·
hard case. Good condition
call Brian 348-8703.

1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
cassette, new tires , looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7

ADOPTION: We are a loving ,
married couple who want to adopt
a healthy newborn. Our six year
old adopted daughter would love
a baby sister . or brother. Legal
and confidential. Medical, legal
expenses paid. Call collect 217999-2157. Brian and Ann.
.,...,,,....,,....,~~..,.-,...,--.,.----.,--10/9
ADOPTION : Make our dream
come true . Give your baby a
chance for a wonderful life in a
small town with educated parents, and a loving family nearby.
A new home , financial security,
love, laughter, and a bright future
await a very lucky baby . Call
Nancy and John at (309)6962891 or our attorney, theresa at
(309)686-1089.

astern N ews

CLASSIFIED

Payment:

Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 911 . Call Mary at 581-3215.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1019

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Daily

Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60 . Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.

10/11

DIRECTORY

~----..,.--~--1V7

1980 Mazda Rx? . New paint,
clutch, tires . 104 ,000 miles .
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1V7

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1V?

~D=E~
Ll~V=E=R~Y~D~R~l~V=E=R~S-w-a-nted

for
full and part time positions. Must
be at least 18 years old and have
proof of insurance. Apply in person at Jimmy Johns Sub Shop
located 1417 4th Str . before
11 :00 a.m . & after 2:00 p.m.
~..,.-..,.-.,.-,----,-----,--10/8
We're looking for a top fraternity,
sorority or student organization
that would like to make $500$1500 for a one week marketing
project right on campus. MUST
be organized and hard working.
CALL TADD AT (800) 592-2121.

'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1 ,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.

Sony CD player $50, Advent digital sound processor $!50. Four
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer,
digital radio cassette $200. More
345-7282.

Monicals is looking for part-time
drivers for pizza delivery. You
must have your own insurance
and be over 18 years. The hours
are for evening weeknights, day
and/or night weekends , and the
hours are extremely flexible.
Apply in person at 909 18th St.
Charleston today.

36 like sandals

37 Banana treat

News
Inside Edition
I'll Fly Away

Rescue 911

Married ...

Auto Racing

Full House

Drag Racing

Can Be Told

Home lmprov.
In the Heat of

Movie: The

Roseanne

Off Road Racing

the Ni ht

Naked Gun

Coach
Homefront

Law & Order

Murder, She

Movie: Fast

Columbus and

Movie: Semi-

Wrote

Times at

the Age of Disc.

Tough

Boxing

Ridgemont

Drag Racing

Myth of the Maya

News

Disney
Smithsonians

Confessions

Invention

Little House

Hidden Room

Beyond Tom.

on Prairie

Veronica Clare

Star Trek: The

Galapagos

Next Generation
News

News

Tonight
Letterman

'

News

Great Events

MacGyver

M•A"S'H

Love Connection

Sportscenter

Current Affair

Johnny B

Bodies In Motio

Hard Copy

Nightline

Body Shaping

.. " ...

'

...

Night Court

Dad's Army

Kojak

Movie:

Hire

Arsenio

Molly Dodd

Movie

..

WKRP

-

. . . . . . . . "" •

-- .. t

ti.

. . . . ...

Combat
Wings
The Falcon

Gary handling

Equalizer

..

Spencer:For

Homeworks
Party Machine

. ......

'"

.. -- ..

Angry ilence

Easy Does It

Movie

~

........... ,.....

t

•

f

•
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•

•

•
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•

•
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rams pleaded guilty in lran-Cc;>ntra Supreme Court reconsiders
lllNGTON (AP) - Former over Nicaragua on Oct. 5, 1986.
t Secretary of State Elliott
Abrams was the State Departpleaded guilty Monday to ment's assistant secretary for interisdemeanors in the Iran- American affairs at the time.
scandal and agreed to coop- · "How do you plead?" U.S. Disthe continuing probe of top trict Court Judge Aubrey Robinson
from the Reagan adminis- asked Abrams twice.
"I plead guilty," Abrams repfted -s, 43, appeared in U.S. each time in a clear voice.
Court, where he admitted
Robinson set sentencing for
lding information from the Nov. 15. Abrams could face up to
Foreign Relations Commit- a year in jail and $100,000 in fines
Oct. 10, 1986. He concealed on each of two counts.
"I take full responsibility for my
North's involvement with a
network to supply the actions, for my failure to make full
aguan Contra rebels with disclosure to Congress in 1986,"
Abrams told reporters later outside
he admitted. '
s felt that the "disclosure the U.S. Courthouse.
eutenant Colonel North's
Abrams said he is "proud to
ties in the resupply of the have given' 12 years serving the
s would jeopardize final United States government and of
nt" of a $100 million con- the contributions I made in those
onal appropriation for the years.'' He is the first State
, Iran-Contra prosecutors Department official to admit crimian eight-page statement of nal guilt in the Iran-Contra scaned in U.S. District Court.
dal. .
Abrams also admitted he withss was pressing the Reaministration for answers held information from the House
the mysterious Contra resup- Intelligence Committee on Oct. 14,
ork after one of the North 1986, when he failed to disclose
's planes was shot down the fact that he solicited the sultan

Soloflex exercise machine. All
attachments included. 1 year old.
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 3480259.
--,..,.----=------,--1216
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr batchback V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise
Am/Fm Tape A/C175,000 Miles.
Excellent condition $3250. 345•
3020 anytime.
.,..,.,-,,...-.,,.,----,--,---,---,----1217
AKC Chocolate Lab 6 mos old
$75. Call 382-4690 After 5 p.m.
-=----,--=,.---~,,_---10/8
Guitar Amplifier and Gibson Guitar . 100 watt, Good Quality
Sound. Exe. cond. Check it out.
Amp $180.00. Guitar $60 .00 .
581-5462.
0

COSTUME
HALLOWEEN
RENTAL! Huge selection - very
reasonable rates. Be Smart!
Reserve early. Call 345-2617.
--~---_ca10/2,3,7,8,9

,.,

APRIL OFFILL - Tonight is the
night my KIDDO! Get psyched!
Sigma Love - Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8

of Brunei for a $10 million donation to the Contras.
Abrams asked for the money
after attending a May 16, 1986,
meeting with President Reagan
and Cabinet-level officials to dis- ·
cuss alternatives for financing the
Contras, the prosecutors said. After
the meeting of the National Security Planning Group, Abrams got
Secretary of State George Shultz's
approval before approaching the
sultan, the prosecutors said.
Iran-Contra prosecutor Craig
Gillen declined to answer whether
he believed Abrams' testimony to
Congress resulted from instructions from his superiors.
Gillen said the five-year criminal probe is progressing, but he
said, "We will continue our investigation .... This is a significant
step." "He will cooperate with our
office,'' Gillen said of Abrams.
Abrams has told friends in
recent days that he did nothing
wrong, but decided to plead guilty
because he could not afford to pay
the legal costs of a defense, said
one acquaintance, speaking on
condition of anonymity.

Anna - You're the Best Mom
ever. Thanks for everything. Tau
Love, Your Baby- Lara.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
Hey Bill(Arnie) Happy Birthday!!
Scott & Otis.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8
We Pay O;ish for•Broken 'gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348'1011
,-,----=---o--=-----1217
Hey Everyone! Get your teams
ready for BIG WHEELS. Pick up
registration forms at 201 Union or
call 348-8222 or 348-5404.
=--.,,--=-.,.--~~-~10/11
Troy S. DX - #1 DAD! #1 DAD! I
HAD A GREAT TIME. TAU
LOVE, LARA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8
Turning 46? October 11th?
What a coincidence!
Very
HEALTHFUL Studies Personette,
S. Woods, understands. She has
empathy. Honest.
-~--~----,-10/8
Delta Sigma Phi, can't wait to see
you guys tonight. Love the
Ladies of Sigma Kappa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8

curb on mail-order sales tax
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court, in a move that
could mean billions to state governments and higher costs for
shop-at-home consumers, agreed
on Monday to reconsider its 24year-old curb on sales tax collections from out-of-state firms.
The court's new ruling, expected by July, could affect a huge
chunk of the nation's mail-order
businesses and other direct-marketing firms such as those who
sell their wares via television, telephone or computer hookups.
Beginning its 1991-92 term
with the usual flurry of paperwork, the court issued orders in
more than 1,300 cases - denying
review to all but 13 - and began
hearing arguments in previously
granted cases.
Only eight justices were on the
bench. A senate vote on Clarence
Tliomas, nominated by President
Bush to replace retired Justice
Thurgood Marshall, is scheduled

SANDY DEMICI<, your moms are
watching you! We can't wait to
see your beautiful smiling face
tonight! Let's party! -Sigma Love,
Your Moms.
-------~~10/8
Paul, Thanks for Lunch! It's our
treat next time! Becky,· Angella,
Jennie, and Tracy.
---~~~---10/8
Jennie - Are ????ing touchin'
ME!? Bee.
~~~-~----10/8
Troy, Thanks for being such a terrific barndance date and A.G.
Brother!! A.G. Love, Teresa.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8
NANCY LOUISE - HAPPY 21 ST
B-DAY!! Hope it's one you'll
remember! Love, Your Roomies
& Cindi.
-,----,--=---=-,-----10/9
Jen & Stacy: Thank you guys so
much for being there for me Friday night. You are the best!
ASA Love, Jenn.
10/8
"'
o=R=D=E=R-,O
""F=-=o -oM=E-=
G-,A-: -,l""
M"°
PoR:
TANT MEETING TONIGHT, 6:30
UNION WALKWAY. MEMBERSHIP SELECTION TO BE DISCUSSED.
-------~-10/9

"

lvin., ~nd -Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

MOM SNO IF I 'KE£P M~"-l~G
T\.\\S FACE, \\ 'ri\U.. l='Rtt2£.
l\l(E \\\\S l-01<.l;.\fEI<.'

\

't'O\.l REALL'<

T\.l\~\( ~?

rrs WO\m\
A TR'I( ...

l'LL 8£1 M~
\l:ll.\\JR£S fi..t;;£

l A.LWf.,'{S

1-1r>-.ROtNll'lG

Gfl.R~'<\.fS.

L\l(ED

A.LR£A0'1.

for Tuesday.
The court agreed to settle a
North Dakota dispute over a
state's authority to force out-ofstate catalog- companies to collect
the sales and use taxes its residents
owe on mail-order purchases.
The high court in 1967 banned
states from imposing tax-collection obligations on businesses that
have no "physical presence''
within their borders. That ruling
said imposing such obligations
would violate due-process rights
and interfere unduly with interstate commerce.
But the North Dakota Supreme
Court ruled last May that the 1967
ruling is an "obsolescent precedent" that need not be followed.
The justices could have reversed the state court ruling without waiting to hear arguments in
the case, so Monday's action
clearly raises the possibility the
justices will decide to overturn the
1967 decision.

Mique of Lambda Chi: Thanks
for a really great time at the Barndance. Sorry it was cut short.
Jenn.

Diane, Thanks for a great time at ·
Delta Zeta Barn Dance. Brad.
~..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8 • .
*Angie Cothron* - I'm so excited !'.f
to be your mom! You are the .f~
best. Remember that I'm watch- li~
ing you. Tri-Sigma Love, Mom. ..Jt/.·

_.,...,..,,,.,.~..,.,,.,..,...,..~--=---1018

NICOLE HOLLAND Get ready to
party tonight! Mommy and Daddy
are waiti~g. Sigma Love, ?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8
MICHELLE YEO: You're an awesome kid and a great friend!
You're doing a great job pledging!
Alpha Garn Love, Jennie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8
Sara McDonald of Tri-Sigma,
Your mommy loves you! Can't
wait until tonite!
----~---~10/9
Derek Miller: Thank you. I could
not have asked for a better formal
date! Alpha Phi Love, Kirsta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/9

~--------10/8 ~

l'

Delta Sigma Phi, We had an awesome time at the function last .t~
night. Thanks, the ladies of ~'''
Sigma Kappa.
·;
,..,.,,-,,,-,,,---__,,.---,-,.,---,-,-.,..,--~1019 ..~ .
KDR Darrell: Nice kick! O.T.B.
Bill.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8
KDR'S : Get psyched for Big
Wheels! Be there!. O.T.B. Bill.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _10/10
Son - Happy 20th Birthday. I hope
you don't fall down tonight. D.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/8

'SELL SHORTSAVE LONG'
.;

.It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

'30TeUM8

THE U5UAL..

AE30UT YOUR- WATQ-1/NG
58/,f. WHAT
TV. HAVING
A#YOU/N- A ffW 8/?iW3.
7Wt57WIN'r 7HATSORT
OF7HING.

/

YOUKNW,
I fftUl/:13
I'Ve l<NOIUN
YOU MYkl'KXb

ure.

Dates to run - -- - - - - -- - -

Message:

(one word per line)

I

I

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _

_ _ __ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Yankees fire upset Merrill
NEW YORK (AP) - For weeks, Stump Merrill
knew he was going to be fired as manager of the
New York Y;mkees. That didn't stop him from
feeling angry and hurt when it happened.
"When you've spent 15 years of your life to
work for this kind of a goal, and you fipally
achieve it, and then you're _told you're let go for
betterment in the organization, that's a slap in the
face to me," Merrill said Monday after the team
announced his dismissal.
General manager Gene Michael said he made
.the decision 3 1/2 weeks ago and said told Merrill
after Sunday's season finale. But the Yankees
waited a day to let the world know.
"I don't want to get into specifics," Michael
said. "I don't want to hurt him. He tried hard and
did the best he can.... I thought we were in a rut. I
didn't think the players _were responding at all."
Merrill, speaking from his home in Maine, sounded angry and said he hasn't decided if he'll stay

with the organization. He has one year left on his
manager's deal and a separate, long-term personal
services contract.
"It's no longer tampering to talk to me,"
Merrill said. "So if somebody wants me, I'm
available." The Yankees finished fifth in the AL
East at 71-91 after finishing last in 1990 at 67-95.
Merrill, who has been with the Yankees' organization for 16 years, took over as manager when
Bucky Dent was fired June 6, 1990. The team was
18-31 at the time.
"I don't feel the ballclub was responding well
enough and sometimes that's not all the manager's
fault," Michael said.
"Sometimes the player personnel isn't good
enough. It's unfair that the manager gets the brunt
of the blame, but that's just the nature of the
game." Merrill thought the blame was being
placed on him and he didn't like that one bit.
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THIRSTY??
· Quench Your Thirst
with Stus Cashl
Receive free STUS Cas
before 9:30 p.m.

BELL'S FLOWER CORNE
DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES
$ 10.95 VASED
cash-n-cany

1335 MONROE
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ball game aggressive actions are
going to happen," said Cook.
"Sometimes it's hard to hold
back. To be honest, types of
penalties like those are going to
happen. There's not a particular
reason for that. You can't really
pinpoint one thing as the outcome factor.
"It was a total all-out war
from beginning to end," Cook
continued. "It's more of a deal
where we didn't do the things
we had to do. They're all goingto be big games and we have to
win the rest. That's the bottom
line. There's no excuses. I don't
think we have to change; we

have to get better."
Preseason
All-Gateway
defensive end Kent Mcintyre,
one of 19 seniors on the Panther
roster, echoed the. same sentiments as his teammates.
"We still have our goals and
we'll just have to work that
much harder," said Mcintyre,
who leads the team with four
quarterback sacks. "In the
beginning the coaches said the
league champion would have at
least one loss and now I believe
that. So far, the conference has
been excellent. I don't see a real
powerhouse, so anyone who is
playing better can win."

One thing that Mcintyre did
mention was, with an experienced group such as the
Panthers, penalties and mishaps
are taken care of by the fourth
or fifth game of the season.
"We can't make silly mistakes," he said. "To be honest,
it's usually cleared up by now.
Most of the time they're worked
out by now. The coaches can't
really ask for more physicalness
o.r effort. It's just that the cardinal rules and principles mean so
much. We've made a couple of
key mistakes and the hardest
thing is, we could be 4-1. That
just i;nakes us work harder."

Lunch - Italian Beef Mozzarella $3.50
Dinner - Stix King Burrito & etc. $3.5
20 oz. Super Premium Draft
(Killian 20¢ extra)
(LADIES) Wine Coolers $l. 75
Stoli & Mixer $2.25
SHOTS - "The Big Four" CJR - BN $2.25
Pool 25¢ ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT

Tables like new (cloth)

Slices $1 after 9 PM
Live DJ "ICEMAN"

NO COVER!

WARBLER YEARBOOK
Group Photos
THIS WEEK ONLY!!!
.

'
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Beer Garden 0
Daily

i
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*Let the students know through the yearbook who you are.
. , . ..
This is a good way to get your organization's name out.
*Each black and white photo can have up to 40 people and will
tit on 1/3 of a page. The cost for this black & white picture is $55
fC?r 1/3 page, $100 for 2/3 page, $160 for 1 page or $250 for 2 pages.
*Photo shots begin Monday, Oct. 7 - Friday, Oct. 11 from 5-9 p.m.
in Coleman Hall.
For an appointment or any questions call 581-2812 between 9 and 4 p.m.

*REMINDER -------- RETURN YOUR PROOFS*
*If you've received your ·individual portrait proofs, please return ,
them as soon as possible to Yearbook Associates.
*The Yearbook Associate portrait photographer will return to campus
Oct. 24-25 and Oct. 28-31 for retakes. No charge for retakes
caused by the photographer. You will be charged another sitting fee if
you would like to try again. WALK-INS WILL BE WELCOME
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men's tenn·is wins McClure Tourney
S Eastern women's tennis team was
to fall by the wayside in the fivelure Tournament which took place
weekend, but somebody forgot to tell
Panthers.
lepeated as champions of the tourney,
as held at Millikin University in
and featured the Big Eight's
topped the five-school field with
, followed closely by Missouri with
· took third with 14, while Quincy
posted 10 points and Coe College
body pulled together," Eastern
Ross said. "It was really a team
y Panthers had one champion and
nd-place finishers in singles play
won the top two doubles spots.
lay was divided into three groups
first and second singles players in
, the third and fourth in another, and

the fifth and sixth in the final group. Doubles
teams were all grouped together in one tourney.
Eastern 's Samantha Wulfers claimed the
tournament championship when she won a
coin flip from teammate Jill Bachochin. The
two advanced through the first and second
singles matches into the finals, but due to
darkness and inclement weather, the match
was decided by a coin flip since there would
be no change in the team scores.
"Samantha and Jill did really well," Ross
said. "They handled the top two Missouri
players almost with ease. They came to play
and did not make any mistakes."
In the third and fourth singles group, Missy
Holste lost her quarterfinal match to Jenny
Clark of Missouri 6-3, 3-6, 1-6. But Melissa
Welch won three matches to advance to the
finals where she was ousted by Clark 6-1, 6-2.
Ross was impressed with Welch's secondplace finish. "Melissa Welch continues to
show major improvement," he said.
Eastern got another second-place finish and
a consolation championship from its fifth and
sixth singles players. Lisa Berg lost her first

match but rebounded in her next two matches
to win the consolation championship. But it
was Kathy Truman who surprised everyone,
winning second place. Truman had just come
back from an injury and won her first two
matches before falling to Erica Shwedt of
Missouri 6-1, 6-2.
After singles play, Eastern and Missouri
were tied at 24 heading. into doubles competition. It was the Lady Panthers who prevailed,
winning first and second place. Once again, a
coin flip decided the winners when Bachochin
and Holste won the flip over teammates
Wulfers and Dawn Brannon. But according to
Ross, it was Wulfers and Brannon who won
the biggest match of the tournament.
Wulfers and Brannon battled Julie Price
and Jenny Clark from Missouri in the second
round in a match that would decide the winner of the tournament. In a grueling match,
Wulfers and Brannon prevailed 6-4, 5-7, 6-4.
"The winner of that match won the tournament," Ross said. "If Missouri won that
match, they would have won the tournament
by one point."

National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses
To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

LAROE
DRAFTS
PITCHERS
HOT DOGS

75 ¢
10¢

FRESH POPCORN
GREAT DANCE MUSIC
SHOOTER SPECIAL
UPSIDE DOWN
SPECIALS

Thorne

stseason

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
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, was the main man for the Jays, especially during the
of June and July when the Blue Jays owned the league.
y Cy Young choices, I have to go with Roger Clemens
American League and the Cardinals' Lee Smith in the
League. Clemens singlehandedly kept the Red Sox in
ant chase in September and came away with an 18-10
and led the league in ERA (2.62) , strikeouts (241), and
(4).

was the premier stopper in all of baseball this year. His
were good enough for a National League record and he
constant on a shakey Cardinal pitching staff.
ly, my fearless playoff/World Series selections . The
ARE a team of destiny. They will beat the Pirates in six
the National League Championship Series and go on to
e Blue Jays in seven games, who will sweep the Twins
mes in the American League Championship Series, to
Cinderella story complete.
0' Brien is the associate sports editor for The Daily

marched down the field and
scored on a Donny Simmons 6yard pass to Lance Earl, which
capped off a 95-yard drive. The
Leathernecks led at the half 7-6.
"We have to continue to eliminate mistakes and finish drives
off," said Wittke. "It was the
first time all year that we didn't
get it done. That was a crucial
point in the ballgame. Any kind
of score could bump you over
the edge momentum-wise."
Western eventually won the
game on Matt Seman's 29-yard
field goal with 11 seconds
remaining. Illegal procedure
penalties and two blocked extra
points made the difference in the
contest.
"We should have scored there,
but there's no excuse for losing
with 11 seconds left and missing
two extra points," said Thome,

who tossed his 12th TD of the
season in the third quarter. "It
gets frustrating and it's definitely
something that shouldn ' t be happening. Our kicking game has
been our weakness all year. We
have to be able to make extra
points after touchdowns. It's
usually taken for granted in football, but right now it's an adventure."
Thorne did give Western 's
defense some credit, however.
"They've got a good defense but
I thought we could have taken
advantage of the passing game.
Unfortunately, the hurricane
came when it did and there was
nothing we could do."
The Panthers travel to Indiana
State Saturday and will take on
the Sycamores, who have an
identical record as Eastem's.

IMPORT BOTTLES
50</. off *All Day
60 different beers to
choose from

Tuesday Food

Special
Breaded Chicken
Basket $3. 75
Includes chips & pickle spear

•

Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-9 p .m.
Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Bar Hours
11 a.m.- 1a.m.

RESTAURANT & CATERING

N'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
E BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
345-7427

Tonight at

c./11art Y'S • • •

Genuine Draft Nite!!
Genuine draft & genuine draft light
Longnecks only $ I
Also, new Seagram wine coolers
(Coral Key, Sunset passion, others) -

only$ l

50

FREE BBQ's

rn Illinois University Theatre
ts

MY DEGREE GOT ME TIE 1mmnv.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TIE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm sure
my college degree and good gnd8I kept me in the
running. But in the end it WU the lelldership Uld
management experience I got through Army ROTC
that won them over.
Youcanbegintodevelopimp~veleadership

Wh.iU Amuint

skills with 111 Army ROTC elective. Register now
without obligation.

uring & benefiting the Unity Gospel Choir
by Martin B. Duberman

.m. October 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19
.m. October 13, 20
n the Mainstage -- Doudna Fine Arts Center
ults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students
Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations
-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances.

TIE SllllTEST COLLE6E
COlllSE YOU W TAD.

Find Out More
Contact Captain Vance Chartier
Kiehm Hall, Room 308 or Call 581-5944

EJ
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·Gridders ·won'-t pani
f~llowing Wester~ I

By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Although the weather conditions were rather unfavorable
. during Eastern's 16-15 loss to
Western Illinois, tlie Leatherneck
defense left a sizable impression
with Panther offensive coordinator Roy Wittke.
.After holding Eastern 18 .
points under its average, the
Western defense can stake its
claim as the No. 1 segment in the
Gateway Conference, which it
was rated coming into the
league-opening game for both
schools.
The strong wind and torrential
downpour which fell on O'Brien
Stadium Saturday, along with the
Leatherneck defense and Eastern
penalties in key situations, led to
the Panthers falling undei: .500
for the first time this season.
Eastern is now 2-3 overall and 01 in the Gateway.
"There's no question that they
have an outstanding unit," said
Wittke, who is in his second year
at Eastern. "If they continue to
play the way they did, they're
going to continue to do well in
the Gateway. They're very solid
and they have no glaring weaknesses. The front kids are the
strength of their unit and their
linebackers played extremely
well. Ken McMillan had an outstanding game."
McMillan, a junior-college
transfer from K(fmper Military
College in Cocoa, Fla., led his
squad with 15 tackles, including
two for losses. He was three
tackles off the game-high of 18,
recorded by his counterpart,
Eastern linebacker Mike Settles.
Wittke explained the Panthers'
offensive woes against Western

By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer
Western defensive back Darren Wade is brought down by Jason Cook
after making an interception Saturday in Western's 16-15 win.
as twofold.
Wittke was alluding to a drive
"It was a combination of sev- in the first half in which the
eral things," said the former Panthers took over at the
Central Missouri assistant. "First Western 31-yard line, courtesy ·of
and foremost, they have a quality senior safety Jeff Miles' first
defense and they were a factor. interception of the season.
But we also stopped ourselves by Panther quarterback Jeff Thome.
dropping a couple balls and we then threw his first of two INTs
had several penalties. We can't of the contest. He had thrown
make those types of mistakes only one in the Panthers' previagainst
a defense
like ous four contests. Western
Westem's."
·continued on page 11

Mid-Con soccer up for grabs
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

Mid-Con Soccer

It does not appear that there
w L T
will be many changes in the
Mid-Continent soccer standings
EASTERN
2
0
0
· this year.
Cleveland St. 2
1
0
-Although conference play has
111.-Chicago
1
3
0
just gotten under way, the only
Akron
2
0
0
team that has drastically
Northern Ill. 2
0
0
improved over last season is
Western Ill.
0
2
0
Eastern, which is 6-3 overall
W-GreenBay 1
0
2
and 2-0 in the Mid-Con.
Wright State 2
0
0
The Panthers, Northern
Valparaiso
0
4
0
Illinois and Akron have all
jumped out to a 2-0 start in con- league title because they lost to
ference play and Cleveland Northern 1-0.
State stands at 2-1. These four
This year, the Zips have
teams were the top teams a year senior forward Kenny Pryor, last
ago, with Northern winning the season's leading scorer with 10
conference and Akron placing goals and five assists and junior
second. Both schools were par- Lars Vigen, who has six goals
ticipating in their first year of and three assists.
Mid-Con competition.
Akron has a 7-3-1 overall
In its first year in the league, record and is 2-0 in the MidWright State has started out on a Con. Tenth year head coach
high note, winning its first two Steve Parker said that the team
conference games, but the . has played well at times and
Raiders have struggled overall, poor at others.
winning only two of their first
"We looked good when we
nine games.
started out 4-0," Parker said.
The.Zips of Akron once again "We were capitalizing on our
can be found on top of the opportunities and we were winstandings. Last season they fin- ning. Then we lost to Indiana,
ished in a tie for first with the (which is ranked fifth with a 9Huskies at 6-1, but lost the · 0-1 record) 1-0, in a game we

feel we could have won. We
then played some so-so games
against Georgetown and George
Mason. So we have had some
ups and downs so far this season."
Parker also said that the MidCon is a toss-up this season.
· "I think the teams to beat are
the same as they have been,"
Parker saia. "Northern, who we
play on Friday, Eastern, who we
play in a couple of weeks and I
just think that it will be a three
or four team race."
Northern Illinois has won six
of its last seven decisions and is
in line for another conference
crown. The Huskies have 11 lettermen returning and eight of
them were starters.
The Huskies did lose leading
scorer Willy Roy Jr., who graduated, but they can look to
seniors John Lechner and Per
Ekholdt to pick up the slack.
Cleveland State has fallen on
some hard times after finishing
with a 5-2 conference record
last year, winning only three of
its first 10 games. But the
Vikings have still won two of
their first three Mid-Con games.
Sophomore Frank Zumpano
leads the team with 10 points on
four goals and two assists. ·

After dr'opping iis opening ·
game in Gateway Conference
action, the experienced .Panther
football squad knows that it's not
time to panic - yet.
Eastern lost to Western Illinois
16-15 Saturday at O'Brien
Stadium and the· Panthers will
travel to Indiana State Saturday;
trying to stay out of the Gateway
basement. The Sycamores own
the same record as the Panthers,
2-3 overall and 0-1 in league play.
Senior tight end and co-captain, Tiin Moore, said winning
road contests becomes even more
· imperative now that the Panthers
have dropped a Gateway game at
home.
"There's no need to panic,"
said Moore. "We just have to win
the rest of our games (in conference). We haven't. won on the
toad yet and that's sorrrething
we'll have to -do. I think one,
maybe· two losses will win the
conference because it is so balanced.
"A loss is a loss. We just have
to go on the road and win. The
offense made too many basic mistake~. We got relaxed after the
first drive because we scored so
easily. Then we recovered and let
down again. We can't expect the

Tim Moore
defense to stop the oth
every drive."
· The Panthers were h
season-low 15 points
Leathernecks, who fea
league's top defense.
penalties, including a 1
ping call and illegal pr
infractions, hurt the
offensive attack.
Senior flanker J_ason
who has corralled thr
Thorne touchdown pas
season, said those thi
going to occur.
"Anytime you engage i

End of regular seas
brings.awards, Seri
When I woke up Monday morning to look at
the Major League Baseball standings in the news·
paper, I saw rpe three words I dread to read at tlx
end of the score listings.
End of Regular Season.
It hit me that the baseball season is over, tht
summer of 1991 is really over and the Cardinal:
are sitting at home again this year during the play·
offs.
·
The Cards did prove the preseason expert:
wrong though, with a second-place finish in the'
National League East, l;mt their turnaround was Don
nothing like that of the Atlanta Braves and the O'Brien
Minnesota Twins. Both teams went from last-place
nobodies a year ago to first-place media darlings this year.
Sunday's games marked the end of a season that teams
Chicago Cubs, Oakland Athletics and Cincinnati Reds woul
soon forget.
The Cubs, who wen~ predicted to go to the World Series for
time since the end of World War II by many "experts," disa
everyone with a third-place tie with the Philadelphia Phillies,
back of the division-winning Pittsburgh Pirates in the East.
The millions of dollars the Cubs shelled out for free ag
George Bell, Danny Jackson and Dave Smith was money as w
as a classified ad.putting down a sportswriter about something
about one's boyfriend.
The A's and Reds plummeted from their roosts in the
League and National League West's, respectively. The A's c
down to earth with a fourth place finish, while the Reds coul
finish at .500, something that the Seattle Mariners did for the ti
since they came into the league in 1976.
The end of the season also bestows end of season awards,
which are voted on by the "experts." Since I'm not in the "expe
gory (and I don't claim to be either), I'll give you my picks
post-season accolades.
Most Valuable Players: There is no clear-cut favorite in either
so I will give my "darkhorse" favorites in each race. Atlanta B
fielder Ron Gant has to be my choice in the National League.
ev.erything a manager wants in a ballplayer. He has speed, po
duction and is young.
In the junior circuit (aka the American League), I have to
Joe Carter of the Toronto Blue Jays, winners of the East. Cart
first year with the Blue Jays after being traded by the San
"Continued on page 11

